Recognition of spelled names over the telephone line is essential for applications such as telephone directory assistance, or automatic mail ordering. We present recognition results on the spelling section of the OGI Spelled and Spoken Word Telephone Corpus, using a Multi-State Time Delay Neural Network (MS-TDNN). Many applications allow for strong language modeling constraints. In our experiments we examined the beneiiaal effects of reducing the search space to a list of last names, ranging from about 1000 to 14 million entries. We compare tree search methods and show that significant improvements can be achieved by enriching the search trees with probabilities. a sequence of phonemes; in a dynamic time warping procedure, an optimal alignment path is found for each word. The activations dong these paths are then collected in the word output units. The error derivatives are backpropagated from the word units through the alignment path and the frontend TDXN. For continuous recognition using no or n-gram language models, the standard "one stage dynamic programming search" is used. Algorithms for search in finite state grammars are described below. Training starts with a bootstrapping phase, which involves only the first three layers of the net and establishes a phoneme classification. Then the system is trained on "letter level", using the "classification figure of merit" (CFM) [4] error function for discriminative training.
INTRODUCTION 3. LANGUAGE MODELS
This paper presents recognition results on the OGI Spelled and Spoken Word Telephone Corpus, using a Multi-State
Time Delay Neural Network (MSTDNN). While it is desirable to recognize spelled strings which are embedded in spontaneous speech [l], ("Smith please, thats SM-I-T-H"), the task here is to recognize letters only. Spelled letters over the telephone are easily confused. Current systems achieve in the order of 90% letter accuracy, which results in string (i.e. name) accuracies far below practical usefullness. Fortunately, many applications, most prominently telephone directory assistance, allow for strong language modeling constraints. We show haw very large, but conceptionally Simple tree structured finite state grammars (FSG) can achieve very good recognition results ranging from 89 to 98% name accuracy for lists of 1000 up to 14 million last names. 
2.

THE LETTER RECOGNIZER
Search Tree and Probabilities
Confining the search t o a given set S is a strong constraint, but there is one other source of information yet unconsidered. Common names such as "Smith" are very frequent, others rare. By counting their relative frequency, a probability p ( s ; ) can be assigned to each name si E S. P(s;)
is most naturally incorporated into the tree by associating each final node representing si with p(s;). Theoretically, it should not matter where the probability mas is distributed in the tree, as long as the probability along a path to string si accumulates to p(s;). However, as the language model (LM) knowledge becomes only available at the very end of the search, the beam search may cut off eventually good candidates too early. An example for a probability assignment of this and two other methods described below is illustrated in figure 3.
Local Probabilities
Let the string si E S consist of n; letters si = I;, li, . . . li,;
A partial path Z i l l i 2 . . . I;, uniquely defines a node in the tree.
We denote the unique transition into this node as t i $ , i.e. 
Early Probabilities
The most likely string (i.e. final node) that can be reached from a partial path can serve as a measure for the potential "importance" of the path. We define P(t) as the highest probability p(si) which can be reached from a transition t.
B(.)
can be computed by propagating the maxima from the leaves to the root of the tree:
Now starting from the root, the transition probabilities are defined as the "issing probability" towards p(s;):
Again we note that the final probabilities are correct: Figure 3 shows an example for each of the three methods, which in the experiments to be described w i l l be refered to as "hal", "local" and 'early". So far we have ignored that a string si can be a prefiv of another string s,, which invalidates some of the above formulas. The problem can be fixed by using an explicit "end-of-string" marker 1ini+> for each string s i . Table 2 : Sizes of the names lists, and perplexity on the SLN test set using plain trees and trees with probabilities.
Baseline Results
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Melscale FFT coefficients are computed every 10 msec. The MS-TDNX uses a hidden layer with 100 units, which corresponds to a total of only about 34000 parameters (weights).
Minimum phoneme duration constraints are computed from statistics on the training data and encoded in the acoustic letter models. The baseline recognition results using no LM, bi-and trigrams are shown in table 3.
Tree Search
A recognition test with a tree constructed from a list of 1 million (209,301 unique) names was performed to compare the three Werent methods of assigning probabilities (find, local, early). Figure 4 demonstrates that for small be& sizes, assigning "local" probabilities achieves the best results.
As expected, with increasing beam size all three methods perform equally well, but the recognition becomes more time expensive. Figure 5 shows the recognition results on the SLN and SLP sets for lists of various sizes. 
SUMMARY
We 
